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1. BUBBLE MACHINE 

 1.1 - ROLLING STONE 
A bubble machine that continuously produces a surprising quantity of bubbles with a 
diameter ranging from 20 to 50 cm and is therefore a leader as far as its usage for spectacular 
settings is concerned. It is supported by a strong frame on the front of the machine there is a 
tank of transparent PVC. Inside the tank which has a capacity of 15 litres, rotates the stainless 
steel wheel, it has a special drawing in order to show when the liquid is finished. This 
machine can work continuously for longer than 2 hours. This machine, one of the best among 
Mr. GIGLIO's creatures, is unique in the world, as it is the only one able to continuously 
produce bubbles of such a size. The machine works with a special liquid called BUBBLE 
GIANT, sold either as a concentrated solution or a diluted solution; the liquid 
FLUORESCENT can also be used. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to 
skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. If incorrect products are used this 
machine might eventually fail to work. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety 
regulations. Patented model and registered trademark it is also possible to acquire the wheel 
in stainless steel as an accessory which has a double crown that can obtain a cloud of bubbles 
from 20 cm in little second ones (see image). 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 60 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Tanks capacity 15 lt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 22,5 x 60 x 72,5H cm 

Weight  (Only Macchine) 25 Kg 

Weight  (With Liquid) 40 Kg 

The adapter comes inserted to the graft in the body of the machine under the tank of the liquid 
and through the inferior hole of the stirrup of blots some. The study of this adapter of air and 
planned state is in order to allow the bubbles being launched up as far for means of its special 
bent sheet that it regulated the flow of the bubbles. The regulation of the flow is obtained by 
loosening two knurls nails to their sides the special bent sheet allows it to index the air flow 
without loss of pressure. To get the two impellers of large dimensions to its highest efficiency 
and low consumption an electrical worker is obtained a special application is produced in 
order to obtain a highest choreographic effect and of visual impact. The product has one its 
feeding nasals separated from the machine and its consumption of 100W to 230V 50Hz, does 
not produce noise. The function and bound together of the machine rolling stone comes to be 
only a body and of pleasant aesthetic line. The application Rolling Stone comes sold 
separately or the new bound together version of the machine and the new wheel. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive 
LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark. 
It is also possible to acquire the wheel in stainless steel as an accessory which has a double 
crown that can obtain a cloud of bubbles from 20 cm in little second ones (see image). 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz aon demand) 

Power 100  Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Tanks capacity 15 lt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 32 x 60 x 89H cm 

Weight  (Only Macchine) 40 Kg 

Weight  (With Liquid) 55 Kg 

 1.2 - ROLLING STONE FUN 



1. BUBBLE MACHINE 

 1.3 - PROFESSIONALE 
A Bubble machine with a difference, air flow can be varied from horizontal to vertical through the special T device located on the top 
of the machine. It's the first machine in the world that can work both vertically and horizontally. When it is working horizontally both 
the quantity and the diameter of the bubbles can be adjusted and when it is working vertically the bubbles automatically move 
upwards to a height of 5\7 m. NO HOT AIR IS PRODUCED. In order for the machine to function properly, special liquid called 
SHOW BUBBLE, is only recommended and is sold as a ready to use solution. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation 
on to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European 
Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power  38 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Capacità Tank capacity 800 ml. 

Autonomy with 800 ml. 1 hour 

Colour Black 

Dimensions 27 x 16.5 x 27H cm 

Weight 2.3 Kg 

This machine differs from the first model as it's known for its new chassis, its stainless steel wheel and the tank which holds 2 litres of 
liquid. The machine produces soap bubbles going up the plumb-line; a great amount of bubbles are produced continuously, this model 
has been already widely tested in many television studies, and this is what makes this product so reliable. Bubbles are calibrated in 
5cm dimensions; they float without the aid of warm air further than 7 meters creating an outpour of ascending bubbles giving a great 
visual impact. Its low consumption of 38W to 230V 50Hz means it can be used world wide in a low cost effective manner giving 
great energetic consumption and quality. NO HOT AIR IS PRODUCED. The machine uses a special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE 
in a ready to use solution. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, it's DERMATOLOGICALLY 
TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power  38 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Capacità Tank capacity 2 lt. 

Autonomy with 2 lt. 1 hour 

Colour Black 

Dimensions 27 x 16.5 x 27H cm 

Weight 3 Kg 

 1.4 - PROFESSIONALE II 



1. BUBBLE MACHINE 

 1.5 - MAXI MK2 
A new model with a transparent PVC basin that has a 2 litre capacity and a stainless steel wheel. After a few seconds the machine 
creates a very exciting waterfall of bubbles. Bubbles disperse continuously creating a unique and unrepeatable atmosphere. The 
bubbles have various dimensions from 5 to 10cm in diameter. This model can work continuously for 2 hours. In order for the machine 
to function properly, special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE, is only recommended and is sold as a ready to use solution. This non- 
toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the 
essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and 
registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power  22  Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Capacità Tank capacity 2000 ml. 

Colour Black 

Dimensions 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 2.7 Kg 

Weight with liquid 4.7 Kg 

A low voltage ( 12V ) bubble machine that doesn't require a power supply. Thanks to its 12V lead battery with direct current DC, it is 
wholly autonomous and can work in any situation. It has been designed specially for amusement parks, schools, choreographies, 
fashion shows, weddings, special events, openings and at any time a bubble machine without electricity might be required. Thanks to 
its powerful, 12V battery, this machine can work continuously for longer than 3 hours it is supplied with a battery charger with a 
clutch set for polarity. Behind the machine, there is an ON\OFF switch, there is an electronic card with a two colour special diode 
informing whether the machine is working properly and on battery status. The electronic card also controls the speed of both the 
engine and the fan. When the battery is not charged, the machine can also be operated by connecting a plug to 230V 50Hz the battery 
charger supplied with the machine. It is also possible to have the machine work with the mains voltage even if the battery is not 
charged. For the machine to function correctly special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE, is recommended and is sold as a ready to use 
solution. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 12 Vcc / 4.5 AH 

Power supply cable Included 

Capacità Tank capacity 2 lt. 

Colour Black 

Autonomy with 2000 ml 2 Hours 

Dimensione 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 4 Kg 

Weight with liquid 6 Kg 

 1.6 - MAXI MK2 RECHARGEABLE 



1. BUBBLE MACHINE 

 1.7 - MINI MAXI 
A new model with a transparent PVC basin that has a 2 litre capacity and a stainless steel wheel. After a few seconds the machine 
creates a very exciting waterfall of bubbles. Bubbles disperse continuously creating a unique and unrepeatable atmosphere. The 
bubbles have various dimensions from 5 to 10cm in diameter. This model can work continuously for 2 hours. In order for the machine 
to function properly, special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE, is only recommended and is sold as a ready to use solution. This non- 
toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the 
essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and 
registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power  22  Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Tank capacity 2000 ml. 

Color Nero antigraffio 

Dimensions 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 2.7 Kg 

Weight with liquid 4.7 Kg 

A low voltage ( 12V ) bubble machine that doesn't require a power supply. Thanks to its 12V lead battery with direct current DC, it is 
wholly autonomous and can work in any situation. It has been designed specially for amusement parks, schools, choreographies, 
fashion shows, weddings, special events, openings and at any time a bubble machine without electricity might be required. Thanks to 
its powerful, 12V battery, this machine can work continuously for longer than 3 hours it is supplied with a battery charger with a 
clutch set for polarity. Behind the machine, there is an ON\OFF switch, there is an electronic card with a two colour special diode 
informing whether the machine is working properly and on battery status. The electronic card also controls the speed of both the 
engine and the fan. When the battery is not charged, the machine can also be operated by connecting a plug to 230V 50Hz the battery 
charger supplied with the machine. It is also possible to have the machine work with the mains voltage even if the battery is not 
charged. For the machine to function correctly special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE, is recommended and is sold as a ready to use 
solution. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 12 Vcc / 4.5 AH 

Power supply cable Incluso 

Tank capacity 2 lt. 

Color Black 

Autonomy with 2000 ml 2 Hours 

Dimensions 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 4 Kg 

Weight with liquid 6 Kg 

 1.8 - MINI MAXI RECHARGEABLE 



1. BUBBLE MACHINE 

 1.9 - EVOLUZIONE 
A totally new bubble machine: the air produced by the fan is directed into the eyelet of the blade, in order to avoid any 
kind of dispersion of fluid onto the floor. The created bubbles measure from 0.5 to 5 cm. This machine works with a 
special, ready to use liquid that has to be poured into the appropriate tank on the front of the machine. The capacity of the 
tank is about 800 cc, so the machine can continuously work for about 2 hours. In order to have the machine work 
properly, special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE is only recommended and is sold as a ready to use solution. This non- 
toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, it's DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment 
complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety 
regulations. Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power  22  Watt 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Tank capacity 800 ml. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 2.3 Kg 

Autonomy with 800 ml, 2 hours 

A totally new bubble machine: the air produced by the fan is directed into the eyelet of the blade, in order to avoid any kind of 
dispersion of fluid onto the floor. The created bubbles measure from 0.5 to 5 cm. This machine works with a special, ready to use 
liquid that has to be poured into the appropriate tank on the front of the machine. The capacity of the tank is about 800 cc, so the 
machine can continuously work for about 2 hours. In order to have the machine work properly, special liquid called SHOW BUBBLE 
is only recommended and is sold as a ready to use solution. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
it's DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive 
LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark.Low voltage ( 12V ) bubble machine that 
doesn't require power supply. Thanks to its 12V lead battery with direct current DC, it is wholly autonomous and can work in any 
situation. It has been especially designed for amusement parks , schools, choreographies, settings for fashion shows, weddings, 
special events, openings and at any time a bubble machine without electricity might be required. Thanks to its powerful, 12V battery, 
this machine can work continuously for longer than 3 hours and it is supplied with battery charger with clutch set for polarity. Behind 
the machine, there is an ON\OFF switch, there is an electronic card with a two colour special diode informing whether the machine is 
working properly and on thebattery status. The electronic card also controls the speed both of the engine and of the fan. When the 
battery is discharged, the machine can be operated connecting in a plug at 230V 50Hz the battery charger supplied with the machine. 
It is also possible to have the machine work with mains voltage even if the battery is not charged.s 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power Supply 12 Vcc / 4.5 AH 

Power Supply cable Included 

Tank capacity 800 mlt. 

Color Black 

Autonomy with 800 ml, 2 hours 

Dimensions 27 x 20 x 27H cm 

Weight 4 Kg 

 1.10 - EVOLUZIONE RECHARGEABLE 



2. FOAM MACHINE 

A new foam model with unsurpassable performances, beyond 75 m3 to the minute with a consumption of 50 L. This 
model is one of the best in its category. Within a few moments any area with large dimensions will be covered with soft 
and dry foam. Its reduced consumption of electrical usage is contained within its weight and the great reliability 
constitutes a mix of unsurpassable quality. The equipment comes supplied with a pump the highest pressure is within the 
stainless steel body that supplies the gallery between the machine, pump and tank. The machine has one stirrup for being 
hung to an American structure with the possibility to regulate the inclination. Inside special nozzles are found atomizers 
that generate the foam. The machine can work both horizontally and vertically. . The machine works with a special called 
liquid SHOW FOAM that comes sold in concentrated solution, its dilution can vary from a percentage of 2% to a liquid 
maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of water being used. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation 
to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the 
European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 750 Watt 

Power pump 1160 Watt 

Foam production 75 m. cube  minuts 

Color Black 

Dimension 51 x 97 x 70H cm 

Weight 35 Kg 

Weight pump 12.5 Kg 

 2.2 - MAGMA 

Generating car of foam to fall. New model line P&P from the insuperable performances in strengthened version and magazine, new 
endorser with greater pressure, new motor, change passage flow of air and new system of fixing motor, the all moves him to an 
increase quantity of foam esteemed in 120 m3s to the minute. This model TOP of his/her category. In few minutes any place of great 
dimensions is submerged of soft and dry foam. His/her meeting place electric consumption its contained weight and the great 
reliability constitute a mix of incomparable quality. In endowment a pomp is furnished to tall pressure with the body in steel inox, the 
pipeline you/he/she is furnished between car and pomp and between pomp and reservoir. The car has a stirrup to be suspended to an 
American with possibility of regulation of the inclination. In its inside the special nozzles are found atomizers that produce the foam. 
The consumption and of 50 liters ready mixture to use to the minute. The car can work both in horizontal that in verticale.La it plots it 
works with a special denominated liquid "Show FOAM" that you/he/she is sold in solution assembled by to dilute to 2% up to a 
maximum of 6% for very hard waters. The nontoxic liquid doesn't stain and doesn't produce irritation on the skin and the eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICAMENTE Testato a will. Our products are conforming to the prescriptions of the directive LVDs - EMC - RoHS 
(Us). recorded and patented Model.  
N.B. in the next future the car will be sold with the loom in steel inox, to the alone moment to application.  
  

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1750 Watt 

Power pump 1160 Watt 

Foam production 120 m. cube meter wit 50 lt. foam use hallo 
Color Black / Gray 

Dimension 51 x 96 x 70H cm 

Weight 35 Kg 

 2.1- FOAM MAGMA MK2 



 2.3- MINI MAGMA 
New machine foam model the unsurpassable performances, with technology inveter from consumption the reduced. With single 2 Kw 
of current in order to obtain 20 \ 25 m foam cubes to the minute.In its inside the special nozzles are found atomizers that generate the 
foam,connected to a pump in stainless steel to high pressure allows to this machine from the compact dimensions and from the 
contained weight to work in whichever space it is small that large without problems is in horizontal that in vertical. Incredible the 
vision of the foam that gushes out from its filter like an enormous frosted cone that to second of the obtainable regulation for means of 
the remote control to thread in low tension connected to the apparatus inveter mail inside of the cylinder allows to regulate the speed 
of spin of the special impeller that composes the body machine, obtains therefore one greater or smaller foam amount produced from 
the machine. And possible also to regulate the consumption by means of the regolator of flow to equipment of the machine for a 
smaller consumption of liquid. The machine can work in both horizontal and in vertical. The machine works with a special liquid 
called SHOW FOAM sold in concentrated solution to dilute to 2% until a maximum of 6% for hard waters a lot. The non toxic liquid 
does not stain and does not cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED.The machine comes sold completes 
of foam generator with annexed fan, pump to high pressure in stainless steel and inveter of pilotage between feeding in current 
monophase and motor with remote control to thread and regulation speed, complete feed pipe of connections in plastic to high 
pressure between pump and machine and tube between pump and tank not supplied. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered 
trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 800 Watt 

Power pump 850 Watt 

Foam production 20/25 m. cube minute 

Color Black 

Dimension 30 x 61 x 50H cm 

Weight 22 Kg 

Weight pump 11 Kg 

2. FOAM MACHINE 

 2.4 - MILLENIUM 
Machine foam with compact dimensions and easy use. Suitable for premises which hold public shows entertainment and 
services. An elegant and refined design, a motor with a new concept equips the machine with 2HP power. The machine is 
equipped with a radio frequency filter the feeding connector is equipped with 2 fuses online and one inner pump for the 
operation of the machine. The production of foam is beyond 1 m3 to the minute with a litre of mixture. The machine 
works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM which is sold in a concentrated solution its dilution can vary from a 
percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of water being used. This non- toxic liquid does 
not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the 
essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Power supply cable Include 

Foam production 1 m. cube minuts 

Color Black 

Dimension 55 x 25 x 39H cm 

Weight 11 Kg 



Machine foam with compact dimensions and easy use. Suitable for premises which hold public shows entertainment and 
services. An elegant and refined design, a motor with a new concept equips the machine with 2HP power. The machine is 
equipped with a radio frequency filter the feeding connector is equipped with 2 fuses online and one inner pump for the 
operation of the machine. The production of foam is beyond 1 m3 to the minute with a litre of mixture. The machine 
works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM which is sold in a concentrated solution its dilution can vary from a 
percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of water being used. This non- toxic liquid does 
not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the 
essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Foam production 1.5  m. cube minuts 

Color Black 

Dimension 55 x 25 x 39H cm 

Weight 11 Kg 

 2.5- MILLENIUM II 

2. FOAM MACHINE 

 2.6 - MILLENIUM 202 0/10 V 
A high performances foam machine, with a newly designed "tromboncino" 2HP motor with double insulation and three 
stages, counter rotating turbines. It is provided with a radio frequency filter, specially built according to our specifications 
and located inside the net connector, which is equipped with 2 on line fuses. The low voltage 0\10V electronic card of the 
machine controls the various functions of the engine, as well as its switching ON\OFF. The remote controls wire is 5 
metres long with jack stereo 6.3.signal connector. Both the new submersed pump with PVC shell and all the pneumatic 
fittings required for the proper functioning of the machine are supplied with the machine itself. It is the leader model in 
the field of portable foam machines because of the huge quantity of foam flowing from the cylinder of Plexiglas on the 
front of the machine that is 2 m3 per minute. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM that comes 
sold in concentrated solution, its dilution can vary from a percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the 
hardness of water being used. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICAL TESTED. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations.  
Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Foam production 2 m. cube minuts 

Color Black 

Dimensions 55 x 29 x 39H cm 

Weight 11 Kg 

Remote control 5 mt Cable 

Weight with pump 4.5 Kg 



A foam machine from the design of MINIUMS GUN FUN. Equipped with 4 special motors purposely constructed in order to obtain the maximum 
pressure and a fan from 1HP inserted in the space motor with impellers to give the highest pressure in order launch the ribbon foam beyond 8 meters. 
The special motors were purposely constructed in order to obtain the maximum pressure with equal power to 2HP, the consumption and par to 
1300W to 230V 50Hz. The equipped motor and three version stage upsets some against rotary in double isolation, all the power distributed from the 
motor is used beyond 110%. The motors are fed from the a filter of radio frequency a new construction to give the highest discouragement of 
emission of radio frequency, every motor is fed from its filter mounted in the stirrup of implantation to the body machine. The machine comes 
supplied with one pump for immersion with an external shell in plastic and motor material in stainless steel. The pump feeds the 4 motors correctly 
and supplies the gallery and the connections to the necessary graft for the machine to operate come giving the equipment a regulator of flow for 
regulation of the foam amount. The maximum distribution for this varied model for water and its dilution varies from the 6/8m3 to the minute. The 
machine comes fed from two tension feedings 230V 50Hz, one the advanced motors and second the inferior motors and the impeller, ignition is 
through two switches inserted in the posterior panel of the machine from 16 Amp. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM 
that comes sold in concentrated solution, its dilution can vary from a percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of 
water being used. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICAL TESTED. The machine is sold 
with its plan of support and is possible to carry out the regulation of the launch angle, and position of rest the machine thanks to the special realized 
stirrup which allow it to be transported in a vertical position for minor blocks to occur in the transportation and to occupy little space, in the base 
there are 4 fortified brake wheels, in the advanced top of the body of the machine an emergency hook can be allocated with a M12 hinge screwed to 
the body of the machine, which also allows the machine to be hung to one structure American. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 6000 Watt 

Power pump 450 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Foam production 6/8  m. cube minuts 

Color Grey 

Dimensions 110 x 75 x 115H cm 

Weight 70 Kg 

 2.7 - MINI CANNONE FUN 

2. FOAM MACHINE 

 2.8 - GIUBILEUM II FUN 
A top line foam machine, undisputedly the queen of showbiz, is manufactured with customized design and can be painted on demand 
with airbrushed drawings; the new version resembles a BIG BOTTLE. Inside there are engines specially built for this machine, whose 
technical specifications are the same for all our foam machines models. The 2HP, three stage engines with double insulation and 
counter rotating turbines, have their own radio frequency filter. The launching system, with a 1HP fan located inside the machine, has 
been specially designed for this machine and can therefore throw the foam 10 metres. It is supplied with a submersed pump at 230V 
50Hz together with pneumatic fittings and a flow regulator. Before assembling the machine a customer can request either voltage 
230V 50Hz or 380V 50Hz with five pin plug. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM that comes sold in 
concentrated solution, its dilution can vary from a percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of water 
being used. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. The 
quantity of foam produced by this model depends on the quality of the prepared mix: it can therefore range from a minimum 5 m3 per 
minute up to 10 m3 per minute, simply because water with a non aggressive or hard pH is being used. Inside the body there is an 
eyebolt to hang the machine to an American structure and lift it. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the 
European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz (230 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 7000 Watt 

Production 10 / 15 mt. Cube per minuts 

Power pump 450 Watt @ 230 Vac / 50 Hz 

Color Grey 

Dimension 80 x 210 x 86H cm 

Weight 100 Kg 



A top line foam machine, undisputedly the queen of showbiz, is manufactured with customized design and can be painted on demand 
with airbrushed drawings; the new version resembles a PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS. Inside there are engines specially built for this 
machine, whose technical specifications are the same as all our foam models the 2HP, three stage engines with double insulation and 
counter rotating turbines, have their own radio-frequency filter. It is supplied with its submersed pump at 230V 50Hz together with 
pneumatic fittings and a flow regulator. Before assembling the machine voltage 380V 50Hz or 230V 50Hz can be required with a five 
pin plug. On demand 120V 60Hz. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW FOAM that comes sold in concentrated 
solution, its dilution can vary from a percentage of 2% to a liquid maximum of 6% depending on the hardness of water being used. 
This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICAL TESTED. The quantity of foam 
produced by this model depends on the quality of the prepared mix: it can therefore range from a minimum 10 m3 per minute up to 12 
m3 per minute, simply because water with a not aggressive or hard pH is being used. Inside the body there is an eyebolt to hang the 
machine to an American structure and lift it. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union 
directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz (230 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 8000 Watt 

Power pump 450 Watt 

Foam production 10/12  m. cube minuts 

Color Grey 

Dimension 80 x 85 x 95H cm 

Weight 80 Kg 

 2.9- SUPERBIG FOAM MK2 

2. FOAM MACHINE 

 2.10 - VOLCANO SPLIT 
Unique in its genre, the most powerful in THE WORLD, dual function is to launch that fall, 
managed by technology inveter double turbine and feed pump 316 stainless steel high pressure.  
Impressive its range of over 20 metres in the fastest emission and volume with an unparalleled 
power. Products designed for large events and Mega Foam Party. The machine is sold in basic 
version without stand with bracket fixing on suspension for American structures.  
Possibility of generating foam to fall with adjustable distance of launching the big cylinder 
foam generated by the turbine smallest positioned in the center of the machine, while the 
machine generates the foam can turn on the second turbine biggest push to launch the giant 
flakes foam to over 20 metres and with the possibility of adjusting the distance pleasure for 
half of technology inveter provided.  
The operator may at any time decide to change ways of working without interrupting the show 
or event. The incredible performance of 1:2,5 or with a litre of foam you get 2.5 cubic meters 
of soft foam.  
Product built at the request of accessories reviews running treated in the smallest details, 
following requests. This product is built on reservation and with delivery times of 
more than 120 days. Product complies with the existing directives LVD EMC RoHS EC 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz (230 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 5000 Watt 

Power pump 1650 Watt  

Color Black 

Dimension 160 x 105 x 250H cm 

Weight 170 Kg 

Foam production 70/100 mt. Cube minut 



3. SNOW MACHINE 

 3.1 - SNOW JET 
A Snow machine with flake regulation. Thanks to a "tromboncino" 2HP engine with three stage, double insulation its power can be 
wholly exploited. The proper operation of this machine is further granted by a steady depression, that's why this machine doesn't 
require any suction pump for the liquid. The result is a highly professional product with excellent performance and low cost 
maintenance. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW SNOW that comes sold in a ready to use solution or 
concentrated with dilution of 5%. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICAL 
TESTED. The tank is located on the rear of the body and has a capacity of over 5 litres. Inside the tank, which is provided with a cap 
and under cap with a total width of 130 mm to make it easier to fill up with the machine with liquid, there are pneumatic valves for 
pressure delivery and return. With 5 litres of ready to use liquid and the flake regulator wholly open, this machine can work for 22 
minutes, non stop. It is provided with the new voltage inlet connector, specially designed for our products. 
It has two on line, 6.3 Amp. T fuses together with its anti frequency filter, especially designed by Mr. GIGLIO. SNOW JET, a real 
compact and light machine, can throw the flake as far as 8 metres, thanks to its powerful engine. It can be used with a ROTOR BOX 
in order to get a snowfall with an 8 metre diameter. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union 
directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Cable power supply Included 

Color Nero antigraffio 

Dimension 51 x 23.5 x 32H cm 

Weight 9 Kg 

Autonomy 22 minut at max power 

Tank capacity 5 lt. 

We are really proud to be able to present you the first noiseless snow machine in the world, especially designed for theatres, TV studios, sets and so 
on. Everybody could build it but nobody has ever had the heart to show it, letting it become the star of INGEGNERIA GIGLIO MORODER 
PRODUCTION. Since it is a highly professional machine, it is sold together with its acoustic certification. The noise ranges between 55/60 dBa 
measured at a distance of 5 metre. Inside this machine, formed by different parts deeply joint together, there is a special silencer, especially built to 
eliminate both the noise from the engine and the howling created by the air moved by the turbine working as a pump. The turbine is formed by a 
2HP, three stage, engine with double insulation and counter rotating turbines and it is directly controlled by an electronic card with DMX 512 signal 
and a low voltage 0\10V. That's how it can produce a totally noiseless snowfall. The machine is supplied with a low voltage 0\10V remote control, a 
5 metre long wire plus slider to control its ON/OFF switching and electronic flake control with industrial patent for invention. The tank is located on 
the rear on the body and has a capacity of 11 litres which means a non stop, 1 hour operation. Inside the tank, provided with cap and under cap with a 
total width of 130 mm in order to make the filling up of liquid easier, there are pneumatic valves for pressure delivery and return. This machine 
works with a special liquid called SHOW SNOW that can be sold either ready to use or concentrated to be diluted at 5%. This non- toxic liquid does 
not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. In order to create this amazing, fantastic machine a team of 
professionals have been working for the past 5 years making theoretical and practical calculations of acoustic and acoustic engineering, mechanics 
and aero hydraulics. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety 
regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Cable power supply Included 

Autonomy 22 minuts 

Color Black 

Dimension 51 x 23.5 x 32H cm 

Weight 9 Kg 

Remote control 5 mt cable 

Tank capacitu 5 lt. 

 3.2 - SNOW JET 0/10 V 



3. SNOW MACHINE 

 3.3 - JET SILENCE 80 dBa 
A professional Snow machine with a real choreographic effect. Has a Silent atmosphere where the maximum quietness is demanded. 
The noise generated from the machine is of 80 dBa to 1 meter. It launches the ribbon beyond 8 meters. In coupling to ROTOR BOX 
in order to obtain one snow of the diam. of 8 m. The machine works with a special called liquid SHOW SNOW that comes sold in a 
ready to use solution or concentrated with dilution to 5%. %. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICAL TESTED. There is also a Regulator where a snowflake can be changed from large to small. A Tank which 
holds 5 litters of liquid has a consumption of 150\200 cc. to the minute. New motor from 2HP of power in double insulation. The 
model also has a filter of radio frequency with double fuse and an ON\OFF switch. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered 
trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Cable power supply Included 

Color Black 

Dimension 45 x 60 x 54H cm 

Weight 25 Kg 

Autonomy 22 minuts 

Tank capacity 5 lt. 

A Snow machine with a difference it looks like a huge hair dryer, provided with a 3HP engine at 230V 50Hz, and an iron 
rotor with misaligned blades in order to shoot the snowflakes at least 18 metres away. Thanks to a special adapter, this 
machine can throw confetti with a diameter of 5 cm, as well. It is supplied with an immersion pump, a regulator and a 
tube. This machine works with a special liquid called SHOW SNOW that can be sold either ready to use or concentrated 
to be diluted at 5%. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY 
TESTED. It is one of the best sellers our firm and we have been working hard to develop a new, more user friendly 
version. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power pump 350 Watt 

Color Black / Blu3 

Dimension 54 x 60 x 80H cm 

Weight 55 Kg 

 3.4 - BLIZZARD STORM 



3. SNOW MACHINE 

 3.5 - BLIZZARD STORM SPECIAL 
Snow machine which looks like a huge hair dryer, provided with a 4HP engine at 380V 50Hz, and iron rotor with misaligned blades 
in order to throw the snowflakes up to 20 metres away. Thanks to a special adapter, this machine can throw confetti with the diameter 
of 5 cm, as well. It is supplied with a immersion pump with a regulator and a tube. This machine works with a special liquid called 
SHOW SNOW that can be sold either ready to use or to be diluted at 5%.The non toxic liquid does not stain and does not cause 
irritation to skin and eyes, DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. It is one of the best sold products of our firm and we have been 
working hard to develop a new, more user friendly version. Acquiring accessory "KIT VENTURI TUBE" the machine can launch 
also the confetti (sees detailed lists technical "CORIANDOLI APF 350 BLIZZARD"). 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety 
regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz  

Power 3000 Watt 

Power pump 350 Watt 

Color Black / Blue 

Dimension 54 x 60 x 80H cm 

Weight 60 Kg 

Weight pump 4.5 Kg 

Novità Mondiale per tutti gli operatori Professionali del settore la 1° macchina generatrice di neve con tecnologia 
inverter. Un prodotto di altissimo pregio e qualità, un nuovo traguardo che consolida la gamma dei ns prodotti. Ideata per 
gli studi Televisivi Cinematografici e Teatri e in ogni luogo dove sia necessario il massimo silenzio. La macchina e' 
alloggiata in una struttura di legno e acciaio con le pareti di materiale fonoimpedente\assorbente per ottenere il massimo 
abbattimento del rumore. Dotata di 4 ruote pivottanti con freno per manovrare la macchina con sicurezza. La turbina ad 
altissima pressione viene equipaggiata con un motore da 2.2 KW di base a richiesta con motore speciale da 3 KW a 380V 
50Hz. Uno speciale silenziatore abbatte ulteriormente il rumore generato dal dall'aria e sospinge il fiocco di neve fino a 
oltre 20 metri. L'inverter si trova all'interno della macchina, e un telecomando esterno regola la velocità di rotazione e 
ON\OFF. E possibile a piacere regolare la distanza di lancio del fiocco di neve e la quantità per mezzo del regolatore di 
flusso. E possibile regolare l'angolo di lancio di +30°. Viene fornita in dotazione la pompa ad immersione esterna 
completa di tubazione e il regolatore di flusso. In fase di realizzazione del prodotto sono possibili variazioni delle misure 
e realizzazione di modifiche tecniche a specifiche del cliente. La macchina funziona con uno speciale liquido denominato 
"SHOW SNOW" che viene venduto sia in soluzione pronta all'uso che in soluzione concentrata con diluizione al 5%. Il 
liquido atossico non macchia e non produce irritazione sulla pelle e gli occhi, DERMATOLOGICAMENTE TESTATO. I 
nostri prodotti sono conformi alle prescrizioni delle direttive LVD - EMC - RoHS (CE). Modello registrato e brevettato 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz  

Power 2200 Watt 

Power pump 350 Watt 

Color Nero  semilucido naturale 

Dimension 80 x 150 x 95H cm 

Weight 100 Kg 

Weight pump 4.5 Kg 

 3.6 - BLIZZARD STORM SILENCE 80 dBA 



3. SNOW MACHINE 

 3.7 - VPR 300 TWISTER 
A Snow machine to launch snow more than 25 metres away. Undisputedly the leader of its category since it can simulate 
an extremely powerful snowstorm, when this machine is working; it looks like a great, exciting snowstorm. This machine 
is provided with a 5.5HP, 380V 50Hz engine with blades rotating forwards. Thanks to such a combination the flakes can 
be launched to more than 25 metres away. It is supplied with a submersed, external pump at 230V 50Hz together with 
pneumatic fittings and a flake regulator. It's the best product in a standard production wholly carried out with first rate 
materials, and has been worked out after long theoretical and practical calculation of aero hydraulics and a 2 year period 
of tests. This machine works with a special liquid called SHOW SNOW that can be sold either ready to use or 
concentrated to be diluted at 5%. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz  

Power 4000 Watt 

Power pump 300 Watt 

Color Black opaque 

Dimension 77 x 53 x 85H cm 

Weight 55 Kg 

Weight pump 4.5 Kg 

This snow machine, with its totally new, aggressive, impressive design has had its body carved out by a laser, it is nowadays the best 
that can be offered by mechanics and electronics applied to snow machines. The 2HP engine has been specially designed to get the 
maximum thrust pressure; thanks to its winding in double insulation and counter rotating, three-stage turbines, it keeps a steady and 
lasting pressure; the flakes are therefore launched as far as 10 meters. This machine has a new electronic system to automatically 
regulate the flake the result of an industrial patent invented through the control of an electronic card with DMX 512 and 0\10V. Inside 
the net connector there's a radio frequency filter which has been specially built for this machine, with on line protection provided by 
two 6.3 Amp. T fuses. Inside the body of the machine there is an 11 litre tank with a130 mm opening to make it easier to fill the 
machine with liquid. Thanks to the high capacity of its tank there are pneumatic valves for pressure delivery and return. This machine 
can continuously work for 1 hour with the flake regulation set to an average big flake. The electronic card, which controls the various 
functions of the engine, has a remote control with a wire 5 meters long, a slider to switch the machine ON\OFF and to electronically 
regulate the flake. The electronic card with DMX 512 signal can be operated with whatever gear case has DMX 512 signal after 
having previously checked the polarity of the input\output signal. This machine works with a special liquid called SHOW SNOW that 
can be sold either ready to use or be diluted at 5%. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICAL TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - 
EMC - Rosh - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimension 45 x 25 x 59H cm 

Weight 16 Kg 

 3.8 - SNOW JET ELECTRONIC 0/10 V - DMX 512 



3. SNOW MACHINE 

 3.9 - SNOW JET SILENCE 60 dBa 0/10 v - DMX 512  
We are really proud to be able to present you the first noiseless snow machine in the world, especially designed for theatres, TV studios, sets and so 
on. Everybody could build it but nobody has ever had the heart to show it, letting it become the star of INGEGNERIA GIGLIO MORODER 
PRODUCTION. Since it is a highly professional machine, it is sold together with its acoustic certification. The noise ranges between 55/60 dBa 
measured at a distance of 5 metre.  
Inside this machine, formed by different parts deeply joint together, there is a special silencer, especially built to eliminate both the noise from the 
engine and the howling created by the air moved by the turbine working as a pump. The turbine is formed by a 2HP, three stage, engine with double 
insulation and counter rotating turbines and it is directly controlled by an electronic card with dmx 512 signal and low voltage 0\10V. That's how it 
can produce a totally noiseless snowfall. The machine is supplied with low voltage 0\10V remote control, 5 metre long wire plus slider to control its 
switching ON/OFF and electronic flake control with industrial patent for invention. The tank is located on the rear on the body and has a capacity of 
11 litres which means a non stop, 1 hour operation. Inside the tank, provided with cap and under cap with a total width of 130 mm in order to make 
the filling up of liquid easier, there are pneumatic valves for pressure delivery and return. This machine works with a special liquid called SHOW 
SNOW that can be sold either ready to use or to be diluted at 5%. The non toxic liquid does not stain and does not cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED.A team of professionals has been working for 5 years making theoretical and practical calculations of acoustic 
and acoustic engineering, mechanics, aero hydraulics in order to be able to create this fantastic machine. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 1300 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimension 135 x 52 x 56H cm 

Weight 70 Kg 

Tank capacity 11 lt. 

Remote control 5 mt with slider. 



4. SMOKE MACHINE 

 4.1 - APACHE 0/10 V 
An average power smoke machine, differing from the others for its customized burner, the high pressure pump at 16 bars 
and its low consumption of liquid. This machine is equipped with a safety thermostat with manual resetting and is 
controlled by a low voltage 0\10V card, for its remote switching ON\OFF as well as to control the ready status through 
the LED. The remote control wire is 5 metres long with jack stereo 6.3 signal connector. The tank with a big opening has 
a capacity of 2 litres. For the proper functioning of the machine and the persistence of smoke, the special smoke liquid 
called SHOW SMOKE is recommended. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union 
directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 1500 Watt 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Remote control cable 5 mt 

Color Black 

Dimensions 25 x 30 x 35H cm 

Weight 9 Kg 

This model has the same technical characteristics as the 0/10V model with the addition of the radio control. An average 
power smoke machine, differing from the others for its customized burner, the high pressure pump at 16 bars and its low 
consumption of liquid. This machine is equipped with safety thermostat with a manual resetting and it is controlled by a 
low voltage 0\10V card, for its remote switching ON\OFF as well as to control the ready status through the LED. The 
remote control wire is 5 metres long with jack stereo 6.3 signal connector. The tank with a big opening has a capacity of 2 
litres. For the proper functioning of the machine and the persistence of the smoke, it is recommended to use the special 
smoke liquid called SHOW SMOKE. This non- toxic liquid does not stain or cause irritation to skin and eyes, 
DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union 
directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 1500 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Nero antigraffio 

Radiocontroller Included 

Dimension 25 x 30 x 35H cm 

Weiht 9.5 Kg 

 4.2 - APACHE RADIOCOMANDO 



4. SMOKE MACHINE 

 4.3 - FUMO BASSO MANGUSTA 
Generating car of low smoke with plant inside refrigerator, the car in combining to a car smoke with 
varying power to required by 1500w to 2500w, managed by card with microprocessor with signal 
dmx512 512ch.  
. regulation of the temperature with possibility of settare to pleasure within the ranges reimpostati of 
factory the maximum temperature,  
. regulation of the pomp of feeding in Duty Cycle,  
. possibility of control panel operation without any connection to centralina or signal 0\10v.  
. operation with remote control in low tension to thread 0/10v  
. Display lcd 16 characters on two lines, blue illumination with white writings.  
. Powerful group refrigerator with Gas ecological R404 Á totally.  
The car produces smoke flood lower part power for over 1 minute, to according to of the regulation 
required by the operator can work in continuous for over 10 minutes.  
The smoke escapes from a flexible pipe in endowment pushed by a fan it posts on the superior panel of 
the car and the effect scenografico and of tall impact.  
Car for professional use for studies of Television and Theaters.  
Built to sectors in steel plate with thickness increased to sectors connected, and possible to disconnect the 
panel connected to the group scaldante and the same one for possible inspections. 
  

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (380 Vac / 50 HZ on demand) 

Power 1500 Watt 

Output pipe 2 mt (On request lenght various) 

Coverage >  50 mq minuts 

Head power 1500 W (on demand 2500 Watt) 

Dimensions 107 x 88 x 55H cm 

Weight 140 Kg 

Compressor power 1500 / 2000 Watt 

Car Professional Line P&P 1° to the World generating of smoke from the innovative design and in class Ip 55, the car has been 
studied for use in environments to the open one where the product and left to the water and it doesn't need protection. Electronics 
managed by microprocessor and management of the functions, connections in DMX 512 2 ches or in 0/10v, remote control to thread 
furnished in endowment (only version 0/10 Vs). Display to 7 red segments, management through pulsating formulation channel, 
signaling wrong polarity. Invertitore of polarity. Innovative system of regulation and control temperature through special probe. I 
check lack of liquid in the tank with probe of automatic management and interruption of the feeding to the car. (to application) 
External tank from 5 liters. Loom with angular profile radiated in patented aluminum with inside takings of air and plate in steel, is 
not present openings in the plates. Pomp to tall pressure managed by the microprocessor. Resistance from 1500 Watts. Management 
street DMX quantity liquid and consumption. Long issue smoke to the maximum power around 90 continuous seconds, or through 
regulation speed pumps times of issue up to 7 minutes. Innovative system of support to floor, to application classical stirrup. Product 
conforming to the prescriptions of the directive LVDs-EMC-RoHS-Us. Recorded and patented model. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demanf) 

Power 1500 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black opaque at dust 

Remote controller 5 mt cable 

Dimensions 46 x 22.5 x 24H cm 

Weight 10.5 Kg 

 4.4 - MACCHINA FUMO IP 55 



5. SMOKE CO2 MACHINE  

 5.1 - EFFETTO GEYSER 
This new product designed for applications LIVE, Entertainment, Television and Movie Productions, in simple and great visual 
impact. The product works with a simple command ON \OFF and an accompanying tube 5 metres in length. The tube is connected to 
the machine and the other side connecting the cylinder CO2. The product generates a jet of steam reaches the 8 \10 metres in height. 
We recommend using the product always united 'in batteries 2 - 4 - 8 - 12 units' with different switches or pleasure simultaneously. 
Ability to request model GEYSER 0 \10V with electronic board in low voltage 0 \ 10V and remote flush 5 meters long with 6.3 stereo 
jack connector and command button ON\OFF. A microprocessor control unit for managing up to 12 units' and programmable by the 
complete range of this product easy to use and great impact. The product and built with sheet steel and epoxy powder coat. Our 
products meet the requirements of the directives LVD - EMC - RoHS (EC). Model registered and patented 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 27 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Remote controller 5 mt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 20 x 28 x 28H cm 

Weight 2.5 Kg 

This new product designed for applications LIVE, Entertainment, Television and Movie Productions, in simple and great visual 
impact. The product works with a simple command ON \OFF and an accompanying tube 5 metres in length. The tube is connected to 
the machine and the other side connecting the cylinder CO2. The product generates a jet of steam reaches the 8 \10 metres in height. 
We recommend using the product always united 'in batteries 2 - 4 - 8 - 12 units' with different switches or pleasure simultaneously. 
Ability to request model GEYSER 0 \10V with electronic board in low voltage 0 \ 10V and remote flush 5 meters long with 6.3 stereo 
jack connector and command button ON\OFF. A microprocessor control unit for managing up to 12 units' and programmable by the 
complete range of this product easy to use and great impact. The product and built with sheet steel and epoxy powder coat. Our 
products meet the requirements of the directives LVD - EMC - RoHS (EC). Model registered and patented 

 5.2 - EFFETTO GEYSER 0/10 V 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 27 Watt 

Power supply cable Fornito 

Remote controller 5 mt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 20 x 28 x 28H cm 

Weight 2.5 Kg 



5. SMOKE CO2 MACHINE  

 5.3 - EFFETTO GEYSER FUMO BASSO 360° 
This new product designed for applications LIVE, Entertainment, Television and Movie Productions or, in simple and great visual 
impact. The product works with a simple command ON\OFF and an accompanying tube 5 metres in length. The tube is connecting to 
the machine through a graft junction quickly and on the other connecting the cylinder CO2. In a few seconds you generate a smoke 
down to a diameter of over 10 meters and a height varies according to the correct position of the product, there is no machine 
generating smoke of any type that can compete with this product as emission quantities a pleasure of smoking and quickly fade in and 
without a wet alone or in any type of floor, with a low power consumption of only 27 W. The smoke is generated by a special nozzle 
atomiser steel AISI 316 specially constructed to obtain the best passage of CO2 and get better gas expansion. The product and built 
with steel discs coupled to each other and coated with epoxy powder handle transport and positioning stylized. Our products meet the 
requirements of the directives LVD - EMC - RoHS (EC). Model registered and patented 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 27 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Remote controller 5 mt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 23 x 20 x 20H cm 

Weight 11.5 Kg 

Innovative and only product in its kind devised for all the Professional uses of the Show. Enormous scenic impact and exaggerated 
volumetric dimension of cold smoke. Ideal for the premises where an effect of optical involvement is wanted to be created, 
scenografico and great visual impact. Effect center track with 8 escapes with possibility of exited operation ON\OFF single or two or 
four or all together. Constructed with tubes in Inox steel 316 it certifys to you from 1" and metallic connections Asa 3000 knits on tig. 
Geometric constructive shape to OCTAGON. Remarkable impact for this center track fruit of one constant research and development, 
the escapes can regulated in graduates to appeal to in order to obtain to various second of the scene optical effects. The product and 
composed from 2 parts that join one to the other for a transport and installation more easy. It comes supplied to equipment a feed pipe 
between bottle CO2 and product of length 10 meters. Possibility to demand same model GEYSER 8 ESCAPES 0\10V with card 
electronic in low tension 0\10V and remote control to long thread 5metri with connector jack 6,3 stereo and push-button of 
commando ON\OFF; one telephone exchange to microprocess for the management until 12 units and by operator programmabile 
completes the range of this simple product use and great impact. Our products meet the requirements of the directives LVD - EMC - 
RoHS (EC). Model registered and patented 

 5.4 - EFFETTO GEYSER 8 USCITE 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (12/24/120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 216 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Remote controller 5 mt. 

Color Gray / Black 

Dimensions Diam. 187/140 x 27H cm 

Weight 58 Kg 



5. SMOKE CO2 MACHINE  

 5.5 - EFFETTO GEYSER DUETTO 
Realized for Live applications, Shows and Television or Cinematographic Productions, simple innovative product in use and of great 
visual impact. The product works with a simple command ON\OFF and a length equipment tube 5 meters. The tube comes connected 
to the machine and the bottle of Co2. The machine generates a vapor jet that catches up 12\15 meters heighter. The product has two 
escapes commant simultaneously from one only special elettrovalve purposely constructed with technical detailed lists and innovative 
solution of the pilotage fulcrum expansion of the gas Co2. Is possible modify the inclination of the torpedo tubes from 0 to 250° on 
axis of escape nearly. Possibility to demand same model GEYSER 0\10V with card electronic in low tension 0\10V and remote 
control to long thread 5 meters with connector jack 6,3 stereo and push-button of commando ON\OFF, one telephone exchange to 
microproces for the management until 12 units and the operator programmabile completes the range of this simple product in use and 
great impact. The product and constructed with sheet steel and painted to epoxy powders. Our products meet the requirements of the 
directives LVD - EMC - RoHS (EC). Model registered and patented 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (12/24/120 Vac / 60 HZ on demand) 

Power 27 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Remote controller 5 mt. 

Color Black 

Dimensions 20 x 28 x 26H cm 

Weight 4 Kg 

Machine generating smoke cold CO2 effect GEYSER, a powerful engine from 5.5 HP to 380 V pushes the steam generated by its 
sprayers to over 25 metres. Product designed to Disco Live and where they should strike with a surprising effect the viewer.  
A powerful cold cone of steam in a few moments covers an entire local surprising for its speed and visual spectacular. The machine 
consists of a fan with turbine blades forward to a very high pressure and scope of a special tube launchers designed for maximum 
yield and great visual and choreographic in its internal components are placed under high pressure and valves used for the proper 
functioning, special sprayers ranked series for a performance and product durability.  
Product complies with the existing directives LVD EMC RoHS EC 

 5.6 - EFFETTO GEYSER ICE TRONIC 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz  

Power 4000 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimensions 54 x 110 x 150H cm 

Weight 76 Kg 



5. SMOKE CO2 MACHINE  

 5.7 - CENTRALINA 12 CANALI 0/10 V 
Power management for up to 12 channels of product Geyser. Electronics managed by microprocessor programming with the 
possibility of working time break from one channel to another and jump channel also can program and the number of cycles. The 
programming unit is maintained in a solid state memory to that retains data when power is removed to the unit STORED DATA ARE 
NOT LOST. Earnings per Live performances and application where you want to manage with a timed logic functionality of the 
product. Display 4 to 7 segments, 2 green, and 2 red buttons programming functions, the possibility of requiring custom program at 
will. Every channel can be programmed with a time from 0 to 99 sec. The cross from one to another channel can be programmed from 
0 to 99 sec. Each channel can handle parallel effects other 30 for a total of 360 units. The apparatus must be connected to our card in 
low voltage 0 \10V, and connecting wire with 6.3 stereo jack. Our meet the requirements of the LVD EMC directives RoHS (EC). 
Model registered and patented 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz  

Protection on fuse 500 ma / 250 V 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimensions 26 x 19 x 9H cm 

Weight 1.5 Kg 



6. CONFETTI MACHINE 

 6.1 - VRP 184 BLIZZARD 
A Professional machine to throw either round confetti with a diameter of 5 cm or strips of 1.5 x 5 cm. With its 1HP, 
noiseless engine it suits all public places where shows are held, or where its silence and user friendliness are required. 
This machine is formed by 3 parts, mechanically joined by each other: the base on which the engine is positioned, the 
engine itself and the Venturi tube for throwing. The confetti can be launched at least 8 metres in distance while the 
shooting inclination can be set from 0 to 90°. This machine has been specially designed for all shows and events that 
might require confetti as part of choreography or a scenic effect with great visual impact.  
This machine has been built to work non stop and doesn't need any maintenance at all.  
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive  
LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 750 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimensions 60 x 55 x 45H cm 

Weight 22 Kg 

Use Non stop 

A Professional machine to throw either round confetti with a diameter of 5 cm or strips of 1.5 x 5 cm up to 15 meters, 
thanks to the power of its 3HP engine with blades rotating forwards in a frame of aluminium that looks like a huge hair 
dryer. This machine is formed by 3 parts: first the base on which the engine is positioned, second the engine itself and 
third the Venturi tube joined to the engine by a mechanical ring nut to enable a shooting inclination from 0 to 45°. Thanks 
to the special engine, the special design based on theoretical and practical calculation of aero hydraulics, this machine can 
continuously throw up to 3 Kg. of confetti per minute to more than 15 metres away. This machine doesn't need any 
maintenance at all. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

 6.2 - VRP 350 BLIZZARD 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (380 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power supply cable Include 

Color Black 

Dimensions 55 x 75 x 90H cm 

Weight 53 Kg 

Use Non stop 



6. CONFETTI MACHINE 

 6.3 - VRP 350 BLIZZARD LIVE 
This machine was designed for all the demands that require a machine to be able to shoot out a large emissions of 
confetti, the machine comes bound together to a new motor with 3HP that takes advantage of to 120% which it allows 
through the sucker supplied in equipment launch until 20 meters 50 Kg. approximately of confetti to the minute. The 
machine comes lodged on a fortified base of 4 wheels with a brake and it is also a possibility to vary the angle launch of 
+30°-30°, its ejector which is shaped as a conical gun offers a highest visual impact to the machine. The machine can be 
uniform in three fields for transport, first a torpedo tube that comes fixed on the mouth of the fan for means of 4 M8 bolts, 
second the turbine that comes lodged on the fixed base and has means of 4 M12 bolts and third the base or plan of 
support. While being operated it is possible to vary the launch angle to approximately 45° for means of two knurls you 
mail on the external crown of the motor that of it qualify its regulation. This equipment complies with the essential 
requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and 
registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black / Blue 

Dimensions 162 x 55 x 85H cm 

Weight 55 Kg 

Use Non stop 

Machine for I use Professional. One special turbine to most high pressure and a new motor from 3HP allows launch to 
beyond 20 meters 50Kg. of confetti to the minute to continuous use. One great cloud of confetti in to cover one immense 
area. Devised for the fields sportswomen and manifestations in the open air or meeting today it is placed to you concern 
to us of the category for its simple and effective realization. The 
machine and on one fortified base of 4 wheels 2 with brake. An demand a special base of possibility to vary the angle 
launch of +30°-30°.New ejector to shape of conical gun offers a great visual impact. The machine can be uniform in three 
parts for the transport. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - 
EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark. The machine comes sold 
in offer with the SNOW KIT is order one product for two different effects 

 6.4 - VRP 350 BLIZZARD LIVE SPECIAL 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (380 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Color Black 

Dimensions 54 x 170 x 150H cm 

Weight 54 Kg 

Use Non stop 



6. CONFETTI MACHINE 

 6.5 - VRP 350 BLIZZARD SPECIAL HIGH POWER 
Machine for I use Professional. A special turbine to most high pressure 
and a new motor from 4HP to 380V allow launch to beyond 25 meters 50Kg. of confetti to the minute to continuous use. 
One great cloud of confetti in order to cover one immense area. Devised for the fields sportswomen and manifestations in 
the open air or meeting today is placed to concerns us of the category for its simple and effective realization. The machine 
and on one fortified base of 4 wheels 2 with brake.The new ejector to shape of conical gun with tube Venturi lucks to the 
base offers a great visual impact. The machine can be uniform in three parts for the transport. TThis equipment complies 
with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. 
Patented model and registered trademark.he machine comes sold in offer with the SNOW KIT is order one 
products for two different effects 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black / Blue 

Dimensions 162 x 55 x 85H cm 

Weight 55 Kg 

Use Non stop 

This model has the same technical characteristics as the APF 350 model, in addition there is a recharge funnel with an 
endorser for dosing confetti in low pressure 0\10V complete with remote control, a wire 5m long and a stand complete 
with pivoting wheels two with breaks, the container can contain a max of 3 Kg. of confetti. A high performance, 
professional machine to shoot, more than 15 metres away, either round confetti with a diameter of 5 cm or strips of 1.5 x 
5 cm., thanks to the power of its 3HP engine with blades rotating forwards in a frame of aluminium that looks like a huge 
hair dryer. This machine is formed by 3 parts: first the base on which the engine is positioned, second the engine itself 
and third the Venturi tube joined to the engine by a mechanical ring nut to enable a shooting inclination from 0 to 45°. 
Thanks to the special engine, the special worked out design, is based on theoretical and practical calculations of aero 
hydraulics, this machine can continuously shoot up to 3 Kg. of confetti per minute to more than 15 metres away. This 
machine doesn't need any maintenance at all. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European 
Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

 6.6 - APF 350 BLIZZARD AUTOMATIC 0/10 V 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 2200 Watt 

Power supply cable Inclluded 

Color Black / Blue 

Dimensions 162 x 55 x 85H cm 

Weight 55 Kg 

Use Non stop 



6. CONFETTI MACHINE 

 6.7 - APF 350 MONSTER 
Machine for I use Professional. A special turbine to most high pressure and a new motor from 5.5HP to 380V allow 
launch to 30 meters 50Kg. of confetti to the minute to continuous use. One great cloud of confetti in order to cover one 
immense area. Planned for the fields sportswomen and manifestations in the open air or meeting today it is placed to you 
concern us of the category for its simple and effective realization. The machine and on one fortified base of 4 wheels 2 
brake.The new ejector to shape of conical gun with tube Venturi lucks to the base offers a great visual impact. The 
machine can be uniform in two fields. This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union 
directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark.The machine comes 
sold in offer with the SNOW KIT is order one products for two different effects 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 380 Vac / 50 Hz  

Power 4000 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black / Blue 

Dimensions 54 x 192 x 235H cm 

Weight 72 Kg 

Use Non stop 

It plots it launches ceiling corianders conceived for great events and demonstrations where the silence and the space are narrow.  
A particular design and a correct compromise make the product a lot of accattivante and creative.  
The car works with a special silent fan that pushes upward the corianders forcing only the exit from the external circumference of the 
reservoir, the corianders so launched they create an effect very real rain.  
The quantity of corianders varies to according to of the form and of the support of which I/you/they are composed.  
The car consumes around 1 kg. of corianders to the minute, even if loading at the most the car the first throwing will surely be more 
abundant.  
Built in symbiosis with galvanized steel and painted to dusts and vase plastic brown color.  
The car can launch only also the corianders for 180° and not for 360° enough it asks for the special deflector for the reduction of the 
angle of exit.  
The car positioned to 5 meters high creates a diffused rain that to respect and of around 5 meters diameter.  
Speed of the motor fixed fan, but with possibility to be regulated through special regulator on purpose studied for the use of this car.  
Shortly you/he/she will be set in sale the model with card in DMX.  
I consume quantificabile in 250W to 230V 50Hz. 

 6.8 - RAIN PLUS 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 250 Watt 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Color Black 

Dimensions 72 x 85H cm 

Weight 21 Kg 

Use Non stop 



7. CONTROLLER LED RGB 

 7.2 - CONTROLLER RGB DMX 512 
Power to control Led Rgb in dmx 512, display a bright red 7 segments for viewing channel allocation dmx, 3 ch. 
Maximum 4 amp per channel.  
Power 12 Vdc or 24 Vdc.  
Possible connection unit Dmx via connectors canon panel 3 poles or wire through Terminal 3 to pull wires.  
This product is used to be installed on the ceiling or near the Led and then by setting the channel controlled by central 
Dmx in directing.  
Product training in plastic houses Abs resistant black and white panel, switch On Off.  
Product complies with the existing directives LVD EMC RoHS. EC 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 12 / 24 Vcc 

Power 4 strip 5 mt. 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Color Black & Withe 

Dimensions 19 x 12 x 6H cm 

Weight 0.5 Kg 

Centralina of pilotage Led RGB in DMX 512 12 CHs 1° to the World new Line 
P&P, the centralina manages up to 100 linear meters Strip Led RGB 12V in 
maximum length of 25 meters for exit. Display to 7 red segments, 
management through pulsating formulation channel, signaling wrong polarity. 
Invertitore of polarity. Back connections through taken connectors Speakon. 
Loom with angular profile radiated in patented aluminum with inside takings of 
air and plate in steel, is not present openings in the plates. Inside feeder 
Switching 12V Dc from 500W. Management through microprocessor of the 
functions of miscelazione of the colors. Product conforming to the 
prescriptions of the directive LVDs-EMC-RoHS-Us. Recorded and patented 
model. 

 7.1 - CONTROLLER RGB 12 CH / DMX 512 MAXI 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz a richiesta) 

Power 500 Watt / 12 VDC 

Cable power supply Included 

Color Grey / Black opaque, dusts varnish   

Dimension 49 x 40 x 14H cm 

Weight 10  Kg 



7. CONTROLLER LED RGB 

 7.3 - CONTROLLER RGB DMX 512 MAXI 
Drive  for control Led Rgb in Dmx 512,  
Bright Display to 7 segments for visualization channel of assignment dmx  
3 ches dmx  
Maximum load 15 amps  
Feeding 12Vdc or 24Vdc  
possibility of connection to centralina Dmx by connectors canon m\f from panel to 3 
poles or to thread through terminal block to 3 threads estraibile  
This product serves to be installed to ceiling or in the proximities of the Leds and then 
through formulation of the controllable channel from centralina Dmx in regal.  
Professional product in the houses of allumino with holes of airing and forced 
ventilation to half fan to 12V Vdcs.  
Possibility of it asks for inside feeder from 500W 12Vdc our products I am conforming 
to the prescriptions of the directive LVDs - EMC - RoHS (Us). 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 12 / 24 Vcc 

Max power 6 strip of  5 mt. 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimensions 25 x 15 x 20H cm 

Weight 3 Kg 

Management control for Ler Rgb or color, diplay Lcd 2 rows 16 characters, blue with white writing.  
Maximum cargo 4 amp per channel.  
Power 12 Vdc or 24 Vdc.  
Products designed for choreographic scenic effect for local public entertainment or night club, where you want to interact 
on a light second pitch and nuance generated by diode Led Rgb.  
The controller allows you to store scenes fade and fade as well as execution time.  
It can adjust the color and its variants RGB.  
The memory and 60 scenes with a time varying from 1 to 255 seconds for the fader scene has time execution from 0.5 to 
12.5 seconds  
(Fade slider black)  
Product training in plastic houses Abs resistant black and white panel.  
Product complies with the existing directives LVD EMC RoHS EC 

 7.4 - CONTROLLER LED RGB  

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 12 / 24 Vcc 

Max power 4 strip to 5 mt. 

Power supply cable Inclucec 

Color Black 

Dimensions 19 x 12 x 6H cm 

Weight 0.5 Kg 



8. STRIP LED  

The 
LEDs are 
used more and 
more in circle I illuminate technical and of Show, 
they represents the constant evolution of new 
innovative techniques developed in the field of the 
illumination both civilian how industrial and of the 
Professional Show Live.  
Today various types of LED that allow angles of 
field that have varied since 4° to the 120° and a 
bright surrender equal to the incandescence lamps 
exist, over whether to have the advantage of a 
greater surrender and constancy of the chromatic 
surrender and a smaller dispersion of heat that it doesn't send forth the rays IR and UV.  
Not and present in the LEDs the mercury.  
The various feeding from 3 to 24 Vdcs.  
They ignite through feeders Switching.  
Quality of issue of saturated colors, creations of dynamic colors with variation of color RGB, 
lasted of operation over 50.000 hours, possibility to add opticses to tall surrender in plastics.  
Operation in safety because in low tension, lighting without vibrations and to low temperatures up 
to - 40° without problems.  
The duration of life of the LED is not influenced by the number of accensioni/spegnimenti.  
Costs of maintenance don't exist, united to a high-performance, if compared lamps and alogene to 
the incandescence.  
I include some diagrams of light that underline the possibilities of endless of variations of colors 
and obtainable tones with the LEDs RGB. 

COMMON WATERPROOF LED LIGHTING 
STRIP ONLY FOR RGB 

    

12 v, 60 LED/mt, 120° PVC 12 v, 30 LED/mt, 120° PVC  

Dimension : 500 x 10 mm Dimension: 500 x 12 mm 

Net weight: 60 g. Net weight: 60 g. 

Water proof.  IP65 Water proof.: IP65 
Use: Waterproof, indoor ad outdoor, not in 
water 

Use: Waterproof, indoor and outdoor, not in 
water 

Lenght: 3 o 5 meters Lenght: 3 o 5 metri 

  Controller RGB on request 

STRISCE LED LUMINOSE STAGNE  
12 v, 60 LED/mt, 120° PVC 

Dimension : 500 x 10 mm 

Net weight: 60 g. 

Water proof: IP68 

Use: STAGNO, IN ACQUA FREDDA 

Uso: Impermeabili, esterno, interno 

Lunghezza: 3 o 5 metri 

Controller a richiesta per RGB 

TUBE WATERPROOF LED STRIP LIGHTING  
WATER-TIGHT, USED IN COLD WATER  

Use: Waterproof, indoor ad outdoor  
Lenght: 3 or 5 meters  

Controller on request for RGB  



9. ACCESSORIES 

his construction is designed for cinematographic studies and television in order to simulate a wind effect, the machine 
constructed with a fan from 3HPcon impeller to 8 adjustable shovels in aluminium allows it to obtain air and ventilation 
demanded to a situation. The fan comes lodged on a base that acts as a pedestal and can be moved by the 4 wheels with 
brakes placed under of it. While operating this fan it is also possible to regulate +35°-35° on the axis which serves in 
order to launch or to push out the balloons to a remarkable distance. Recorded and patented model. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

 9.2 - MACCHINA DEL VENTO  

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 220 Watt 

Color Black 

Dimensions 60 x 45 x 1200/200 cm 

Weight 40 Kg 

 9.1 - SWITCH ON / OFF 1-4 CH - DMX 512 
Switch On/Off Dmx 512 new Line P&P, manages a power up to 3000 Watts. Versions to 1ch, 2 ches, 4 ches with feeding 
unbalanced trifase. Entry and exit through thread, fuse of protection. Connections Dmx to 3 poles canon to application 5 
poles. Display to 7 red segments, management through pulsating formulation channel, signaling wrong polarity. 
Invertitore of polarity. Loom with angular profile radiated in patented aluminum with inside takings of air and plate in 
steel, is not present openings in the plates. Product conforming to the prescriptions of the directive LVDs-EMC-RoHS-
Us. Recorded and patented model. 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 3000 Watt 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Alluminium raw 

Dimension 18 x 413 x 13H cm 

Weight 2 Kg 

Output cable Included 



9. ACCESSORIES 

 9.3 - VENTILATORE MINI FUN 
Fan assiale from the redoubts dimensions and weight, his/her use for photographic studies, cinema set, television, stage fashion and 
parades, the meeting place noise they make him/it an essential tool to produce the wind. You/he/she can be used in combining to a car 
smoke to create different and of expansion of the smoke. Stirrup in steel both for connection to American and inverse structure for 
mobile stativo. To application of electronic circuit for the regulation of the speed to like through potenziometro. Our products are 
conforming to the prescriptions of the directive LVDs - EMC - RoHS (Us). recorded and patented Model.  

Fan built for Air Tube sheet steel 12 \ 10 painted with epoxy powder and fan motor coupled axis in order to obtain a 
uniform in diameter ventilation and push the object inflated according to its construction from a minimum of 8 meters to a 
maximum of 12 metres. Speed 2800 rpm engine bearings designed with high-speed car lubricants for the slightest noise 
rotation impeller blades to Pvc reinforced with angle of inclination not fixed adjustable. Possibility of motorization v 50 
to 380 hz and inverter pilotage. Color glossy black seeds resistant, surface using steel ring with holes in the whole 
circumference. Our products meet the requirements of the directives LVD - EMC - RoHS (EC). Model registered and 
patented 

 9.4 - VENTILATORE PER AIR TUBE 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz ( 380 Vac / 50 Hz on demand) 

Power 750 Watt 

Color Black 

Dimensions 45 x 56 x 59H cm 

Weight 24 Kg 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 230 Vac / 50 Hz (120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Power 115 Watt 

Color Black 

Dimensions 27 x 30 x 42H cm 

Weight 6 Kg 

Sound pressure level db(A)  69 db(A) 



 9.5- ROTOR BOX 
A ROTOR BOX containing a ratiomotor, with alternate current AC and double way rotor with double brushes and special 
charcoals for non stop usage. This device enables the rotation of whatever lighting system by 360°, with fixed spin 
velocity of 20 RPM. A feeding connector is provided with 1 protection plus 1 spare fuse. The maximum applicable power 
is 10 Amp. With voltage rating of 230V 50Hz. A fixing plate for walls or ceilings can be supplied on demand. ROTOR 
BOX can be used together with the snow machine SNOW JET to get a 360° snowfall with an 8 metre diameter. 
This equipment complies with the essential requirements of the European Union directive LVD - EMC - RoHS - CE and 
safety regulations. Patented model and registered trademark 

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTIC 

Power supply 220 Vac / 50 Hz ( 120 Vac / 60 Hz on demand) 

Max Power 10 A 

Power supply cable Included 

Color Black 

Dimensions 30 x 25 x 12H cm 

Weight 4.3 Kg 

Rotor 20/12 rpm 

9. ACCESSORIES 



10. TANKS AND JOIN 

ELECTRICAL VALVE FOR SNOW JET, SNOW JET 0 10 V ELECTRONIC, SILENCE DMX 512 

COMPLETE TAP FOR SNOW JET, SNOW JET 0 10, ELECTRONICI , SNOW JET SILENCE 
DMX 512, SNOW JET 80 DBA 

FLUSH REGULATOR FOR SUPERBIG MK2- MINI CANNONE FUN - GIUBILEUM II FUN 

FLUSH REGULATOR FORBLIZZARD STORM, BLIZZARD TWISTER- FOAM MILLENNIUM 
202 

5 L TANK FOR SNOW JET, SNOW JET 0 10 V, SNOW JET SOLENCE 80 DBA 

SMOKE MACHINE TANK ALL MODELS  

5 L TANK FOR SNOW JET, SNOW JET 0 10 V, SNOW JET SOLENCE 80 DBA 



11. IMMERSION PUMPE 

PUMPE 1 

PUMPE 2 

PUMPE 3 



12. WELLS MOTOR BASE 

WHELLS MOTOR BASE 

WHELLS MOTOR BASE 



13. BLADE 

ROLLING STONE Blade  

ROLLING STONE Blade DOUBLE CROWN  

Transformation kit to MINI MAXI at MAXI MK2   

Transformation kit to MAXI MK2 at MINI MAXI   

 Evoluzione ABS Blade  



14. LIQUID FOR BUBBLE 

SHOW BUBBLE ready to use 5 litre tank Specific product for machines that generate soap 
bubbles Colour Blue Product does not mark and does not caus irritation to eyes and skin 
Product is Dermatologically tested  Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the 
environment Confection of four 5 litre tanks 

CONCENTRATED SHOW BUBBLE Product for professional use only Concentrated liquid to 
dilute 1:4 colour blue (example, mix 1L of concentrated liquid + 4 litres of water so obtain 5 
litres of ready to use liquid) Please ensure protective glasses & gloves are used when 
diluting the liquid Do not inhale Keep out of reach of children This liquid should only be 
used for machines that generate saop bubbles Please follow instructions carefully Do not 
dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the environment Product is sold in 25 litre 
tanks  

BUBBLE GIANT ready to use 5 litre tank Specific product for machines that generate soap 
bubbles Specific liquid for ROLLING STONE - ROLLING STONE FUN machines Colour 
yellow  Product does not mark and does not cause irritation to eyes and skin Product is 
Dermatologically tested  Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the 
environment Confection of four 5litre tanks  

CONCENTRATED BUBBLE GIANT Product for professional use only Concentrated liquid composed 
of three 5litre tanks of solution a and 1 tank of 3 litres of solution B (to prepare mix 82 litres of water 
first with solution a and after mixing add in solution b to obtain 100 litres of ready to use liquid). 
Please ensure protective glasses & gloves are used when diluting the liquid. Do not inhale. Keep out 
of reach of children. This liquid should only be used for machines that generate saop bubbles 
ROLLING STONE- ROLLING STONE FUN. Please follow instructions carefully. Do not dispose of 
product incorrectly as to preseve the environment. Sold in 18 litre confections. It is possible to use 
ready to use liquid BUBBLE GIANT for all bubble machines,but it is not posssible to use liquid 

BUBBLE GIANT FLUORESCENT ready to use 5 litre tank Specific product for machines 
that generate soap bubbles 
Produces soap bubbles that react against black wood lights Colour yellow/green, Product 
does not mark and does not caus irritation to eyes and skin Product is Dermatologically 
tested Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the environment Confection of 
four 5litre tanks  



15. LIQUID FOR FOAM 

CONCENTRATE SHOW Foam Product for professional use only Liquid in a concentrated 
solution to dilute at 2% colour yellow (example: 2l of concentrated solution + 98l of water 
to obtain 100 litres of ready to use product) Please ensure protective glasses & gloves are 
used when diluting the liquid Do not inhale Keep out of reach of children This liquid should 
only be used for machines that generate saop flakes Please follow instructions carefully 
Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the environment Sold in 25 litre tanks 

SHOW FOAM ready to use 25litre tank Specific product for foam machines Colour Cristal, 
Product does not mark and does not caus irritation to eyes and skin Product is 
Dermatologically tested  Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the 
environment Confection of four 5litre tanks  

16. LIQUID FOR SMOKE 

SHOW SMOKE is a fog fluid produced in conformity within European Laws, it is non-toxic 
and not dangerous to the health. 
Supplied in 5 lt. tank (packaged 4 pcs x box ) 

17. LIQUID FOR SNOW 

SHOW SNOW ready to use 5 litre tank Specific product for snow machines Colour Cristal, 
Product does not mark and does not caus irritation to eyes and skin Product is 
Dermatologically tested Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the 
environment Confection of four 5litre tanks 

CONCENTRATE SHOW SNOW Product for professional use only Liquid in a concentrated 
solution to dilute at 5% colour Cristal (example: 250ml of concentrated solution + 4.750 ml 
of water to obtain 5 litres of ready to use product) 
Please ensure protective glasses & gloves are used when diluting the liquid Do not inhale 
Keep out of reach of children This liquid should only be used for machines that generate 
snow. Please follow instructions carefully  
Do not dispose of product incorrectly as to preseve the environment Sold in 25 litre tanks 



18. CONFETTI 



18. CONFETTI 



19. BATTERY 

BATTERY 

CHARGE BATTERY 




